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A b s t r a c t 
In the setting of double exponential jump diffusion model, I present tlie analytical 
solution for two-dimensional Laplace transform of double barrier option prices. The 
two-dimensional inversion algorithm of Laplace transform uses the techniques devel-
oped by Choudhiiry, Liicantoiii and Whitt (1994). The numerical results of the double 
barrier option prices indicate that the method is fast, accurate, and easy to implement, 
without requiring high precision calculations in Laplace inversion. 
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Chapte r 1 
In t roduct ion 
Option, the right to buy or sell an asset on a certain day at a specified price, has 
existed for a long time. Its record dated back to the ancient Greek mathematician and 
philosopher Thales, who used options to secure a low price for olive presses in advance of 
the harvest. Despite the long history that options had existed, standardized, listed call 
options on stocks were not traded until the Chicago Board of Option Exchange (CBOE) 
began the trading in April of 1973. Since 1975, a number of other exchanges have got 
into the game, including the American Stock Exchange (AMEX), the Pacific Stock 
Exchange (PSE) (now the Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHE))，the International 
Securities Exchange (ISE), Boston Options Exchange (BOX), and Archipelago (now 
NYSE Area). Today, different types of options are traded in the financial market. For 
example, a European option may only be exercised at maturity. An American option 
may be exercised on any trading day on or before maturity. A barrier option is the 
option with the general characteristic that the underlying security's price must reach 
some trigger level before the exercise can occur. 
The value of an option can be estimated using a variety of quantitative techniques 
based on the concept of risk neutral pricing and using stochastic calculus. Among 
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the theoretical models，the most basic one is the Black-Scholes-Merton model, which 
is based on Brownian motion and normal distribution. Option pricing papers within 
this classical model that are particularly relevant to the ciirreiit paper are: Black and 
Scholes (1973) model for the European call and put options; Black (1976) model for 
options on futures contracts; Heather, Jarrow and Morton (1992) model for options on 
bonds; and Brace, Gatarek, and Musiela model (1997) for caps and floors. 
Despite the model's popularity which is due to its simplicity of using observable 
parameters and easy calculation, Kou (2002) points out that the model is trapped in 
two puzzles emerged from many empirical investigations. 
1. The leptokurtic and asymmetric features. In the classic Black-Scholes-Merton 
model, the marginal distribution of the underlying assets is assumed to be nor-
mal. However, many empirical studies suggest that the distribution is skewed to 
the left, and has a higher peak and two heavier tails than those of the normal 
distribution. 
2. The volatility smile. More precisely, if the Black-Scholes-Merton model is correct, 
then the implied volatility should be constant; but it is widely recognized that the 
implied volatility resembles a "smile", when it is plotted against the increasing 
strike price. 
Aiming at explaining the two puzzles, an explosion of new models have been intro-
duced to modify the Black-Scholes-Merton model to incorporate the leptokurtic feature 
and the "volatility smile". Popular ones are: (a) the jump diffusion models of Merton 
(1976), Bates (1991) and Madan and Chang (1996); (b) the stochastic volatility models 
of Heston (1993)，Hull and White (1987), Melino and Turnbiill (1990) and Stein and 
Stein (1991); (c) the constant-elasticity-of-variance (CEV) models of Cox and Ross 
(1976) and Davydov and Linetsky (2001). 
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The goal of this thesis is to price a double barrier option from the perspective of 
the jump diffusion model. A double barrier option, by definition, has two barriers, one 
above and the other below the current stock. It is considered as a path dependent 
option since the payoff to the holder depends on the breaching behaviors of the stock 
price process with respect to the two barriers. A double barrier option contract specifies 
three kinds of payoffs, which are dependent on whether the up-barrier or down-barrier 
is hit, or no breaching of either barrier throughout the whole life of the option. A 
barrier is said to be of knock-out type if the resulting payoff upon hitting by the stock 
price is a rebate payment. A great number of double barrier options can be designed to 
achieve a wide variety of risk management functions through various structures. Like 
single barrier options, an investor buying a double barrier option may use the more 
exotic forms of the double barrier feature to achieve reduction in option premium, 
match investor's belief about the future movement, of the stock price process and/or 
iiiatch his specific hedging needs. 
To price the double barrier option, I apply the double exponential jump diffusion 
model proposed by Kou (2002). This model consists of a continuous part driven by a 
Browiiian motion and a jump part with jump size having a double exponential distri-
bution. Besides, as in Kou (2002), the model incorporates the following properties. 
1. It has the leptokurtic and asymmetric features, under which the return distri-
bution of the assets has a higher peak and two heavier tails than the normal 
distribution, especially the left tail; 
2. It can reproduce the "volatility smile"； 
3. It has the analytical tractability due to the memoryless property of the exponen-
tial distribution. 
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In the thesis, I derive the "closed form" pricing formulae for double barrier option 
via Laplacc transform. To execute the Laplace inversion, I use the two-dimensional 
inversion algorithm developed by Clioiidhury, Lucantoni and Whitt (1994). The nu-
merical results of the double barrier option prices indica.te that the method is fast, ac-
curate, and easy to implement without requiring high precision calculations in Laplace 
inversion. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2，I begin to review some 
important models in option pricing. As a highlight, I review the double exponential 
jump diffusion model and the inversion algorithm of the Laplace transform as well as 
the Monte Carlo method for the double exponential jump diffusion process. In Chapter 
3 the Laplace transforms of the first passage time of the double barrier option price 
are given. Taking advantage of those transforms, I derive the closed-form solution of 
the two-dimensional Laplacc transform of the double barrier option price. In Chapter 
4 numerical results of the prices are presented, while the last chapter is the conclusion. 
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Chapte r 2 
Li te ra ture Review 
In this chapter, I go over some important models under which option pricing problems 
are studied. As a highlight, I introduce Kou's double exponential jump diffusion model 
(2002) under which the price of double barrier options will be studied in this thesis. 
Later in this chapter, Laplace transform inversion algorithm and Monte Carlo method 
for double exponential jump diffusion processes are also included. 
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2.1 Review of the Models 
2.1.1 Black-Scholes-Merton Model 
The Black-Scholes-Merton model was the first quantitative technique to comprehen-
sively and accurately estimate the price for a variety of simple option contracts. The 
key assumptions of the Black-Scholes-Merton model are: 
• The price of the underlying instrument St follows a geometric Brownian motion 
with constant drift and volatility tr, and the price changes are log-normally 
distributed: 
clSt = (.iStdt + aStdWt. 
• It is possible to short sell the underlying stock. 
• There are no arbitrage opportunities. 
• Trading in the stock is continuous. 
• There are no transaction costs or taxes. 
• All securities are perfectly divisible (e.g. it is possible to buy any fraction of a 
share). 
• It is possible to borrow and lend cash at a constant risk-free interest rate. 
• The stock does not pay a dividend. 
The above lead to the following formula, for the price C of a European call option with 
exercise price K on a stock currently trading at price S, i.e., the right to buy a share 
of the stock at price K after T years. The constant interest rate is r. 
C(S, T) = — 而)， 
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where 
, ln(5/A') + (r + a V 2 ) r = ’ 
^ \n[SIK) + (r - (jV2)T d-i = 1= , a\/T 
Here $ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 
Since then, option pricing papers within this classical model that are particularly 
relevant to the current paper have included: Black (1976) model for options on futures 
contracts; Heather, J arrow and Morton (1992) model for options on bonds; and Brace, 
Gatarek, and Musiela model (1997) for caps and floors. 
German and Yor (1996) prices the double barrier option in the standard Black 
and Scholes framework. The paper uses the standard risk-neutral valuation techniques 
and the Markov property as well as the Cameron-Martin theorem to obtain a simple 
expression of the Laplace transform of the pricc of the double barrier option with fixed 
boundaries. Denoting for the inversion of the Laplace transform operator, the 
double knock-out call price at time t has the form 
C V / � 二 5UC(o’ i ’ a ’ r - f ’A7S" , ) - e - '� (7 ’ -”{ / : - i0} ( : r — O}， 
where L and U are the lower and the upper boundaries, respectively, K is the strike 
price, T is the maturity, r is the risk-free interest rate, St is the stock price at time f, 
C(0, l,a,T — t, K/St) is the Black and Scholes price of a standard call with maturity 
T — t, strike price KI St, an underlying asset with initial price at 1，and {/'(A) = 
with 
_ Shfa6) . - a . - u a , Sh(糾） t W 
厂l/z 广oo 
y J\n h 
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Using the methodology developed in Geman-Eydeland (1995), the paper gets the 
price of the double barrier option and compares the result with the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. The coiisequencc is that the inversion of the Laplacc transform requires an 
order of magnitude less operations than the Monte Carlo simulation. 
Although the calculation of many financial instruments is easy under the Black-
Scholes-Mcrton model, as mentioned before, the model cannot give explanations on 
empirical evidence, such as the leptokurtic feature and the "volatility smile". 
2.1.2 Merton's Jump Diffusion Model 
Merton (1976) generalizes the pure jump process and introduces a model which posits 
its continuous part to be a Wiener process and the jump component to be a “ Poisson-
driven" process. Accordingly, the stock price returns are a mixture of both types and 
can be formally written as a stochastic differential equation: 
1 o 
= [a - Xk)dt + adZ + dq, 
where a is a instantaneous expected return on the stock; cr^  is the instantaneous vari-
ance of the return, conditional on no arrivals of important new information (i.e., the 
Poisson event does not occur.); and dZ is a standard Gauss-Wiener process. q{t) is 
the independent Poisson process, dq and dZ are assumed to be independent. A is the 
mean number of arrivals per unit time, k 三 — 1) where (Y - 1) is the random 
variable percentage change in the stock price if the Poisson event occurs and e is the 
expectation operator over the random variable Y. 
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Assume that Y has a lognormal distribution. Let 6' denote the variance of the 
logarithm of V, and suppose that the expected value of 1' is 1. If S is the currcnt stock 
price and T is the remaining time to expire, then the price of a European call with a 
strike price E is 
^ f I • 
n=0 
Here W(S,T; + (n/r)沪,r) is the Black-Scholes option pricing formula for the 
no-jump case. From the formula, W can be written as： 
where 
d = HS/E) + (r + (n^ + (n/T)6y/2)T 
d 二 ln{S/E) + (r - + {n/T)6^y~/2)T 
� 2 _ (a2 + {n/T)6'^)Vf . 
Here $ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 
As a result, Merton's model can lead to leptokiirtic feature, implied volatility smile 
and analytical solutions for European call and put options and interest rate derivatives. 
However, the normal jump diffusion model is lack of the analytical tractability for the 
path-dependent options. 
The Merton type jump diffusion model has been widely used in academic research. 
For example, Ball and Torous (1983) put forth a Bernoulli jump process for common 
stock returns to do statistical estimation and empirical analysis; Bates (1991) uses the 
model to examine for evidence of expectations prior to October 1987 of an impending 
stock market crash. 
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2.1.3 Stochastic Volatility Jump Diffusion Model 
Although the Black-Scholes formula is often quite successful in explaining stock option 
prices, it does have known bias. This is because the Black-Scholes model makes the 
strong assumption that, stock returns are normally distributed with known mean and 
variance. Since the Black-Scholes formula does not depend on the mean spot return, 
it cannot be generalized by allowing the mean to vary. But the variance assumption 
is somewhat dubious. Hence, Heston (1993) introduces a model of stochastic volatility 
which can be written as 
dS{t) = iiSdt+ y/^Sdz 八 t\ 
where Zi{t) is a Wiener process. The volatility follows the process 
dv{t) = fi[e - v{t)]dt + as/i^dz2{t), 
where 勿(f) has correlation p with Zi{t). 
Given the spot stock price S and volatility v and using the characteristic function 




P j { x , v , t ; l n m = U - 厂 Re 广仲刺乂力；〜也 j = 
2 TT Jo 'l(p 
and 
1 c 1 1 ^ = In 5, ui = U2 = 
a = h:0, bi 二 X — pa, 62 = + A, 
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C(T- (p) = rcpir + —(hj — pa(j)i + d)T - 2 — ] . o 1 - P 
n , … bj-pcjcfyi + d^l-edT ^ 
bj — p(7(f)i + d 
g bj — pa (pi — cV 
d 二 ^{bj — - a^{2uj(Pi — 02). 
With this model, Hestoii also provides the closed-form solution for bond options 
and currcncy options. The correlation between volatility and the spot asset's price is 
important for explaining return skewness. The kurtosis is changed by stochastic volatil-
ity. Besides, this model can also reproduce "volatility smile". The main deficiency of 
Heston's model is that it is lack of analytical tractahilit.y, especially for path-dependent 
options and complex interest rate derivatives. 
The stochastic volatility model has acquired a lot, of attention in academic research. 
For example, Hull and White (1987) derives a series solution for the price of a European 
call option on a security with a stochastic volatility that is uncorrelated with the 
security price. The case in which the volatility is correlated with the stock price 
is examined using numerical methods. Meliiio and Tiirnbull (1990) investigates the 
consequences of stochastic volatility for pricing spot foreign currency options. Stein 
and Stein (1991) studies the stock price distributions that arise when prices follow a 
diffusion process with a stochastically varying volatility parameter. Using analytical 
techniques, it derives an explicit closed-form solutions for the case where volatility is 
driven by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
Ill the paper of Diiffie, Pan and Singleton (2002), jumps are incorporated into 
the stochastic volatility model. The new model which called the affine jump-diffusion 
(AJD) is, roughly speaking, a jump-diffusion process for which the drift vector, "in-
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stantaneous" covariance matrix, and jump intensities all have affine dependence on the 
state vector. Assuming that the state vector X is a Markov process in some state space 
D C R*^ , the affine jump-diffusion can mathematically be given by the equation 
dXt = fi{Xt)dt + (7{Xt)dWt + dZt, 
where W is a standard Brownian motion in R"; fi: D — R", a : D —> and Z 
is a pure jump process whose jumps ha.ve a fixed probability distribution v on R.". and 
arrive with intensity {A(.Yt) : t > 0}, for some A : D —^  [0, oo). 
Fix an affine discount-rate function R •• D 一 R. The affine dependence of ",，aa'^ , A, 
and R are determined by coefficients (A", H,l,p) defined by: 
• f.L{x) = Ko + Kix, for K = {Kq, A'l) G IT x 脱似.",. 
• = {Ho)ij + • .r, for H = {Ho, Hi) e I^xn 乂 Rnxnx., 
• A(x) 二 /o + “ . X, for I = (lo, h ) e M X 
• R{x) = po + Pi . X, for p = ipojpi) G R X R". 
By deriving a closed-form expression for an extended transform of the AJD process 
A', the paper shows that this transform leads to analytical tractable pricing relations 
for a wide variety of valuation problems. With regard to option pricing, fixing the 
current date 0 and future expiration date T, we suppose that the generalized terminal 
payoff function (已“入‘⑵—c)+. Hence, the price of a European call has the closed form 
rT 
C{d,c,T) = E{Gxp{- / 力 丄 - c ) + ) 
Jo 
=Gd, -d{ - In c; A'o, T) — cGo,-d{-In c; Xq, T), 
where, given some (a:, T,a,b) e D x [0, oc) x E x E, 力(.；；r, T) : E R+ is given by 
广 . V T � HarXoATi 1 r i n # ( a + f u / ) , X o , 0 , T ) e - ’ , 
CT“’“y,Ao，7) = / ^ dv. 
2 TT Jo V 12 
Here 
- e"�+风如， 
where (5 and a satisfy the complex-valued ODEs 
A, = Pi - - - h{e((3t) - 1), 
(it. = Po — Ko . I3t — HolSt. - loWPt) — V), 
with boundary conditions f3{T) = u and a{T) = 0. 0 is well defined by 6{p)= 
Jun cxp(f z}di4z). 
The main disadvantage of the AJD model lies in the difficulties leading to analytical 
solutions for path-dependent options. 
2.1.4 Constant Elasticity of Variance (CEV) Model 
First introduced by Cox and Ross (1976), the constant elasticity of variance (CEV) 
model assumes tlmt the volatility is a function of the underlying asset. Compared 
to the Black-Scholes model, the CEV model provides a better fit to the empirical 
observations. Mathematically, it can be written as 
dS 二 + t > 0 , 5*0 = 5* > 0， 
where {Bt,t > 0} is a standard Brownian motion defined on a filtered probability space 
( f t 工 I 丄 is a constant = r - q, where r > 0 and g > 0 are the constant 
risk-free interest rate and the constant dividend yield, respectively), and SSf is a given 
local volatility function. 
Davydov and Linetsky (2001) studies the pricing and hedging of barrier and look-
back options under the CEV process given the initial price S " � = 5". For the double 
knock-out call, we suppose that the strike price is K, the maturity is T, the the lower 
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and upper boundaries are L and U respectively and the first exit time from an interval 
between the two barriers is t仏’u}，the Laplace transform of the option price is 
r 邵{『{->”(知-奶忍=^^isib^ 
‘Aa(L , S)[iMU)Jx(K, A', U) - MU)Ix(K, K,…],if S < A', 
X < Aa(I, S ) [ U U ) J x ( K , S, U) — M U ) I x { K , S, U)] 
U)IML)Ix{K, K, S) — ML)Jx{I<, K, 5)], if 5 > A', 
\ 
where 
/A(A', A, B) := I \ Y - K)MyMY)dY, 
JxiK, A,B) : = � ( Y — K)My)rniY)dY, 
J A 
AxiA,B) = 4>x{A)MB)-ilJx{A)4>x{B), 
外 S) = exp(為 ’， 
f 2丨Mir(2m+1) / Q 
— \ 
1/礼 M = 0, 
\ 
‘ 饥 ( r c ) ， < 0，" 0’ 
, 5 • 肝 * / 3 > 0 ， , , # 0， .MS) . � p<0, I.L = 0, 
� p > o , 1.1 = 0, 
‘ ( 3 < 0 ’ /J利, 
乂 , c � 工A4’爪(2:), / 3 � 0 ’ " 7 ^ 0 ’ 
S ^ K ^ i V ^ z ) , (3 < 0’ = 0, 
卢 > 0， " .二 0， 
\ 
r —丨"1 C-2/3 , .— 1 q-l3 
s'lpr , ^ .— m , 14 
m := - 4 , , e = sign(;//?), • I 
Here Mk,m{'x) and Wk^ rn{x) are the Whittaker functions, and and Ki,{x) are the 
modified Bessel functions and r{x) is the Euler Gamma function. 
For the scenario of the standard lookback option, let Mt and rnt be the maximum 
and minimum prices recorded to date t. Since the probability distributions of the 
maximum and minimum are recovered by inverting the Laplace transforms, lookback 
prices are expressed in terms of these probabilities. More precisely, the prices of the 
standard lookback call and the standard lookback put arc 
广mt 
Jo 
e-',(7,-”£;t[(M7’-*?r)+l 二 芒’…‘口’一”财,_ + 已 - …厂 -亡）� G � y � S J - t)dy, J Mt 
where 
� e - x t n y �拳 = 熙 ， 
Jo 入么(“） 
厂 e - A 切 "； :二 
Jo AV，a(") 
Here (px{x) and i^xix) are the same functions as before. 
The contribution of this study are two-fold. First, it derives pricing formulae for 
barrier and lookback options under the CEV process in closed form. The analytical 
formulae allow fast and accurate calculation of prices and hedge ratios of barrier and 
lookback options under the CEV process on a PC. Second, it applies the analytical 
formulae to carry out a comparative statics analysis and demonstrate that, in a presence 
of a CEV-based volatility smile, barrier and lookback option prices and their hedge 
ratios can deviate dramatically from the lognormal values. In particular, up-and-out, 
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double knock-out, and lookback call prices and deltas are extremely sensitive to the 
specification of the elasticity parameter j3. 
Besides Davydov and Linetsky's work, there is some other work under the CEV 
model. For example, Anderson and Anderson (2000) leads to the analytical solution 
for interest rate derivatives. However, the CEV model does not have the leptokurtic 
feature. More precisely, the return distribution in the CEV model has a thinner right 
tail than that of the normal distribution. Moreover, the implied volatility can only be 
a monotone function of the strike price. Therefore, the CEV model cannot reproduce 
the "volatility smile". 
2.2 Kou's Double Exponential Jump Diffusion Model 
2.2.1 The Model Formulation 
The double exponential jump diffusion model assumes that the return process has two 
components part modeled as Browriian motion, and a jump part with jumps having a 
double exponential distribution and with jump times driven by a Poisson process. It is 
shown (Kou, 2002) that under such a model, when using a, HARA type utility function, 
the rational-expectations equilibrium price of an option is given by the expectation of 
the discounted option payoff under a risk-neutral measure P*. Under P*, the dynamics 
of the asset price S{i) is given by 
I g ^ = (r — XOdt + adWit) + — 1)), (2.1) 
with the return process X{t) = log{S{t)/S(0)) given by 
1 Nit) 
X{t) = {r - -(！‘" - XQt + aW{t) + X{0) = 0. (2.2) 
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Here W{t) is a standard Brownian motion, N{t) a Poisson process with rate A, and Vi 
a sequence of independent identically distributed nonnegativc random variables such 
that Y = log(V) has asymmetric double exponential distribution with the density 
fyiy) = P . + q . "2。卿 > 1, m > 0, 
where p, 2 0’p + (_/ 二 1. Here the condition r/i > 1 is imposed to ensure that the asset 
price S{t) has finite expectation. The constant C is given by 
m _ 1 m +1 
2.2.2 The Merits of the Model 
In the paper of Kou (2002), the author shows that the double exponential jump diffusion 
model has the following merits when compared with other models: 
1. The model is internally self-consistent. In the category of finance, it means that 
the model is arbitrage-free and can be embedded in an equilibrium setting which 
has been shown in (2.1). 
2. The model can give explanation to some important empirical investigation. It 
can incorporate two empirical features: (1) The asymmetric Icptokurtic features, 
which can be characterized that the return distribution of the assets has a higher 
peak and two heavier tails than the normal distribution. Figure 1 is taken from 
Kou (2002) to demonstrate the leptokiirtic feature of the model. The first panel 
compares the overall shapes of the density of the double exponential jump diffu-
sion and the normal densi'iy with the same mean and variance, the second one 
details the shape around the peak area, and the last two show the left and right 
tails. (The dotted line is used for the normal density, while the solid one is used 
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for the model.) (2) The volatility smile, which indicates that the implied volatil-
ity curve is convex and resembles a "smile", in contrast to the constant volatility 
if the Black-Scholes model is correct. Also taken from Kou (2002)，Figure 2 uses 
a real data set for two-year and nine-year caplets in the Japanese LIBOR market 
as of late May 1998. The figure shows both observed implied volatility curves and 
calibrated implied volatility ciirvcs derived by using the futures option formula. 
3. The model can lead to analytical solutions to many option pricing problems, 
including 
• standard call and put options; 
• interest rate derivatives, such as caplets, caps and bond options; 
• path-dependent options, such as barrier options, lookback options and per-
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Figure 2.2: The Volatility Smile 
4. The model has some (economical, physical, psychological, etc.) interpretation. 
One motivation comes from behavioral finance. Large stock market trends often 
begin and end with periods of frenzied buying (bubbles) or selling (crashes). 
Many observers cite these episodes as clear examples of herding behavior that 
is irrational and driven by emotion - greed in the bubbles, fear in the crashes. 
Individual investors join the crowd of others in a rush to get in or out of the 
market. Also, extensive empirical studies has suggested that markets tend to have 
both overreaction and underreaction to various good or bad news. Therefore, one 
may interpret the jump part of the model as the market response to outside news. 
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2.2.3 Preliminary Results 
The infinitesimal generator of the jump diffusion process X{t) = log{S{t)/S{0)) is 
given by 
1 1 Lvix) = -(7'^v"{x) + (r - - f j^ - AC)t/(;7：) + A / + y)- v{x)]fY{y)dy 
^ 1 J-oo 
for all twice continuously differentiable functions v{x). In addition，suppose that 0 e 
(-7/2, The moment generating function of jump size Y is given by 
PijY^ PVi , <-m 
邵 1 = F e + W , 
from which the moment generating function of Xt can be obtained as 
iy{e,t) 队]= exp{(S'(印}， 
where the function G{-) is defined as 
G{x) L V + (r - - AC)x + + - 1). 2 2 - X 7}2 + X 
Kou and Wang (2003) explores the property of function G{x) and gives 
Lemma 2.1 The equation 
G{x) = m, for all m> 0 
has exactly four roots: P2,m, H\m，—(h’m，where 
0 < < m < fh,m < 00, 
0 < fh,m. < m < f\m < OO. 
Proof. Since G(x) is a convex function on the interval {-r]2,i]\) with CT(0) = X{p + 
9 - 1) = 0，G{r)i-) 二 +00 and G(—7/i+) = +oo, there is exactly one root for 
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G{x) = m on the interval (0,771)，and another one on the interval (-7/2, 0). Furthermore, 
since G(r;i+) = -00 and G(+oo) = +00, there is at least one root on (r/i, oc). Similarly, 
there is at least one root 011 (-00, -7/2), as G{-r)2-) = - 0 0 and G(-oc) = +00. But 
the equation G{x) = m is actually a polynomial equation with degree four; therefore, 
it can have at most four real roots. It follows that, on each interval, (—00, -772) and 
(r/i, 00), there is exactly one root. 
2.2.4 Extant Results on Option Pricing under the Model 
In this part, I will review some extant results on option pricing under the double 
exponential jump diffusion model. 
For any given probability P, define 
T(M,a,A,p,'//i,7/2;a,T) P{Z{T) > a), 
where Z{t) = " i + aW(t) + V'i, 1' has a double exponential distribution with 
density f y i j j ) � 1 ) • "le—们从l{y20} + Q . and N{t) is a Poisson process with 
rate A. 
Kou (2002) shows that T can be derived as a sum of Hh functions, i.e., 
Tin, A, m ’ •'?2； a, T) = 7ToPif.iT + aVfZ > a) 
00 n k 
+ a 巩n [ Pn,kP{pT + aVfZ + > 0) 
n=l k=l j=] 
00 n fc 
+ Y^ 兀n [Qn,kP{l-iT + aVfZ >a), 
n=l k=l j=i 
where《广 and are i.i.d. exponential random variable with rates ？71 and 772’ respec-
tively, and Z is a normal random variable with distribution iV(0’o"2), and 
TTn = e，\了 (A7T/n!’ 
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n-1 / , 1 \ / \ 
V — , n — fc — 丄 ， n rh • , rh • • 
U \ i - k J \ t 卜 �+V2 
Qn, = £ 卜 - " — 1 ) ( ) 广 ( + ” - v • - V . 
tt. V i - k J \ i j ''h+m m + m 
(a) European call and put options 
Suppose that the strike price is K and the maturity is T. In terms of T, the pricc of 
a European call option is given by 
C(0,T) = 5(0)T(r + - A(：, log(K/S(0)),T) 
—/(e-’了T('r- - AO，A"),”I，"2;/o.9(/(AS(0))，T), 
where 
� P m � 1 p = 7, m = vi-1, 1 + c r/1 - 1 
承= r/2 + l，A = A(C + 1), C = ^ + 
m - 1 r]2 + 1 
(b) Lookback options 
The price of a lookback put option can be formulated as 
LP{T) = max^6'(t)} - S(T))], 
where M > 5(0) is a fixed constant representing the prefixed maxinium at time 0. 
Hence, the Laplace transform of the lookback put is given by 
� e- 〜 賺 - 风 O M 。 （ S 別 例 0)决一 M 5(0) 
Jo � ) 一 Ca ( M ) + Ca ( M ) + … a ‘ 
for all a > 0, where 
^ = ("1 — "l’a+r)"2’a+r ^ 一 ("2’a+7- — "l)"l’a+7-
P\,a+r — 1 P2,a+r —丄 ‘ 
Ca = {a + r)7]i{p2,a+r — A,a+r)-
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(c) Barrier options 
Consider the up-and-in call (UIC) option, whose price is given by 
UIC =丑 (例 。化 3^6’晩//}], 
where H > 5(0) is the barrier level. 
For any given probability P, define 
<iJ{ii,a,\,p,r]i,r]2]a,b,T) P{Z{T) > a, max > 6), 
where Z{t) = /./t + aW{t) + Yli=i �',“】.，has a double exponential distribution with 
density f y i y ) � p . + q , ？ ? a n d N{t) is a Poisson process with 
rate A. Like T, the Laplace transform of can also be derived as a sum of the Hh 
functions. 
In terms of 屯，the price of the UIC option is obtained as 
UIC = <S(0)>J^(r + |(72-AC’A3;’iV"i,.;}2;—/(A7S(0))’—(/i7S(0)),r) 
- - AC, a, A, p, in, i}2\ log{K/S{0))Jog{H/Sm, T), 
where 
)^：2二"2 + 1’ A = A(C + I), C = + — 1. 
m - 1 m + 1 
(d) Perpetual American Options 
Under the jump diffusion model, the price of an American put option is given by 
suPt where the supremum is taken over all stopping time r taking 
values in [0,oo]. The value of the perpetual American put option is given by V{S{0)), 
where the value function V is given by 
= { if … � ’ 
[‘4t’-办’，、+ 5t’-氏’r, if V > vo 
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where 
^ = + 1 . Ihr . pA,r 
^ 二 .々'’线丨ill；---!〉。， 
2.3 The Laplace Transform and Its Inversion 
Laplace transforms have been widely used in valuing financial derivatives. For example, 
German and Yor (1993) uses Laplace transforms to price Asian options in the Black-
Scholes setting; Laplace transforms for double-barrier and lookback options under the 
CEV model are given in Davydov and Linetsky (2001). In this thesis, the closed-
form solutions of double barrier option prices are also derived in terms of Laplace 
transforms since the expressions of the transforms are easier to approach and have 
much simpler forms. Therefore, this section is mainly designed to review the basics of 
Laplace transform and its inversion algorithm. 
2.3.1 The Laplace Transform 
Suppose that / is a real- or complex-valued function of the variable t > Q and s is a 
real of complex parameter. We define the Laplace transform of f as 
m = C 測 ) = � Jo 
= l i m [ e-'\f{t)dt (2.3) T —OO 人 
whenever the limit exists. When it does, the integral (2.3) is said to converge. If the 
limit does not exist, the integral is said to diverge and there is no Laplace transform 
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defined for / . The notation £ ( / ) is used to denote the Laplace transform of /，and the 
integral is the ordinary Riemann integral. The parameter s belongs to some domain 
oil the real line or in the complex plane. 
Example If / � = 1 for t > 0, then 
C{f{t)) = � e - 8 t l d t 
Jo 
e—灯 1 = l i m (——+ - ) T —DO —S S 1 • = 一 
s 
provided of course that 5 > 0 (if s is real). Thus we have 
£(1) = - (s > 0). s 
If s < 0, then the integral would diverge and there would be no resulting Laplace 
transform. If we had taken s to be a complex variable, the same calculation, with 
Re(s) > 0，would have given £(1) = l/$. 
2.3.2 One-dimensional Euler Laplace Transform Inversion Al-
gorithm 
This method is proposed by Abate and Whitt (1992). The object is to calculate values 
of a real-valued function f{t) of a positive real variable t for various t from the Laplace 
transform 
/ � = I e - ^ ' f m . (2.4) 
where s is a complex variable with nonnegativc real part. 
Letting the contour be any vertical line s = a such that f{s) has no singularities 
on or to the right of it, they obtain 
1 fu+ioo 
� = ^ . L e 奪 s 
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1 poo 
= / + iu)du 27r J-oo 
= — / (cos ut + i sin ut)f{a + iu)du 
2兀 J-oo 
= — / [Re(/(a + ill)) cos ut - Im(/(a + iu)) sin w力]dw 
= — / Re(/(a + iii)) cos iitdu, (2.5) 
TT Jq 
where i = and Re(s) and 1121(5) are the real and imaginary parts of s‘ 
Evaluating the integral (2.5) by means of the trapezoidal rule and using a step size 
h give 
he战 八 
fit) ^ m = — R e ( / ) ( a ) 7T 
^ Re(/)(a + ikh) cosikM). (2.6) 
^ A;=l 
Letting h = 7r/2f and a = A/2t, (2.6) can be written as nearly alternating series 
p � 2 八A 
刷 = 五 ） 
广 R e ( / ) ( f ) . (2.7) 
fc=i 
Abate and Whitt use the Poisson summation formula, to identify the discretization 
error associated with (2.7). The essential idea is to replace the damped function g(t)三 
e一bt f (t) for 6 > 0 by the periodic function 
9p{t) = f>(力 + ( 2 . 8 ) 
k= — OQ 
of period 2i\jh. Representing the periodic function Qp by its complex Fourier series 
gives 
00 
9p{t) = Cke 磁, (2.9) 
k=~oo 
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where c^ is the kth Fourier coefficient of 办，i.e., 
h r^/f^ 
Ck = 此 产 、 
= £ � E (At 女罕、 
h 广 
= £ J 
h poo 
= ^ / e-btf[t)e-舰dt J o . 
h八 
= ^ f { b + ikh). (2.10) 
Combining (2.8)-(2.10), a version of Poisson summation formula is obtained 
9p{t) = f > “ +字） 
fc= —OO 
k= — oo 
h OO 
二 6 E / ( “ 叫.腿 （2.11) 
A:=—OO Let h = n/t and b = A/2t in (2.11) and obtain f � = ^ E ( - i ) W ( ^ ^ ) 
k—~oo ^ 
OO — L e - " / ( ( 2 / c + l )0 . (2.12) 
Note that the first term on the right in (2.12) coincides with the trapezoidal-rule 
approximation in (2.7), so that the second term on the right in (2.12) gives the dis-




If, as in probability applications \f{t)\ < 1 for all t, then the error is bounded by 
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which is approximately equal to e一] when e一^  is small. Hence, to have at most 
10—7 discretization error, let A = 7 log 10. (^ 4 = 18.4 is often used to achicvc 10"'^  
discretization error.) 
The remaining problem is to numerically calculate (2.7), which involves an infinite 
sum. Since the sum would be an alternating series if Re(f((A + 2k7Ti)/2t)) would 
have constant sign for all k, Abate and Whitt suggest using Euler summatioii. Eiiler 
summation can be very simply described as the weighted average of the last m partial 
sums by a binomial probability distribution with parameters m and p = 1/2. In 
particular, let Sn{t) by the approximation fh{t) in (2.7) with the infinite series truncated 
to n terms, i.e., 
e岸 八 A “ , 
. s n � = ( 五 ^ 从 ’ ⑷ ， 
where 
/ � ^ 2km� = R c ( / ) ( — ) . 
We apply Euler summation to in terms after an initial n, so that the Euler sum is 
m 
B(m,n,t) = ； � . 
Hence, E{m, n. t) is the binomial average of the terms Sn, Sn+i, •••, Sn+m- (We typically 
use m — 11 and n 二 15, increasing n as necessary.) 
2.3.3 Two-dimensional Euler Laplace Transform Inversion Al-
gorithm 
In this section, we study the algorithm by Choudhury, Lucantoni and Whitt (1994) 
which numerically inverts a two-dimensional Laplace transform. Let / ( t i , t2) be a 
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complex-valued function of nonnegative real variables ti and t � , and let its two-dimensional 
Laplace transform be 
/(Si，S2) = exp(-(s i t i + S2t2))f{tut2)dtidt2, Jo Jq 
which we assume is well defined. 
The two-dimensional Poisson siirnniatioii formula gives 
^ ^ , 2TVj 271"/c� -
J=-oo k=-oo 
OO OO cy . cy i 
= E E / ( Z i + " ^ “ 2 + " f^ )exp{ — [6i(fi+‘27rj//ii) + 62(f2 + 27r/://i2)]} 
, � 111 Il2 
00 OO Ji h 
= Y ^ - ^ / ( ^ i —.讽 1’ — ikh2) exp{-i{jh,U + kh2t2)). (2.14) 
j=-oo k=—oo 
Let hi = it/{UIi) and /12 = 77/(^2/2), where U.k > 1, then (2.14) becomes 
00 00 
Y^ Y . + 2j/i)fi + 62(1 + 2kl2)t2]) 
j=0 k=0 
x / ( ( l + 2j7i)ti,(l + 2A:/2)t2) . 00 00 J 
二 i l i ： ^ 〒十苦)） 
户-oo k=-oo 
x / (6 U'TT ^ ikn) 
hh 
Furthermore, let bi = Ai/{2tili) and � = ^ 2 / ( 2 ^ 2 / 2 ) and get 
00 00 
j=0 k=0 
exp04i/(2/0 + A 2 / � 2 ) ) ^ ^^ , ..jTT />:7r�� 
= E E - p H i + I ) ) • j=-oo k=-oc X 广(、计 ikTT) 2 15 
• 2liti l]ti 2/2,2 似2 
Note that we can rewrite (2.15) as /(亡1’亡2) = //i(力i’�2) — where the value to be 
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calculated is 
exp(Ai/(2/i)) ^ ijTT 
j=-oo 
X 广 ( f y �2)) V exp(—学） 
2/2 力 2 h /c= —oo 
x [ / ( J 1 L _ 'iil J ^ l . _ (9 16) 2/]tj 2/2^ 2 12^2 
and the error is 
ed 三 ed{tut2,Ai,A2,lul2) 00 00 
= E I ] exp(—(/lij + A2k))f{{l + 2jh)ti, (1 + 2kl2)t2). 
We regard e^ as the error term, which will not be explicitly computed. If |/(力 1, ,2)1 < C 
for some constant C and all i^,亡2, then the error can be bounded as 
This error may be reduced by increasing the parameters Ai and A2. For example, if 
C = 1, then we can limit e^ to 10"^ by choosing = A2 二 19.1. 
Ill order to be able to exploit the Euler summation technique for nearly alternating 
series, (2.16) is rewritten as 
( 力 = exp(么(2M) t ( - 1 ” ) 
胁 t i i l ^ c o IJ 
x[f[AL. - ！ill _ ill j l i . _ 'ihl - ；^)]} (2 17) 
If f is real valued, then the computation of (2.17) can be reduced by a factor of 2 by 
.--v. 
noting that /(可’初=/(.5i, S2), where s is the complex conjugate of s. Then (2.17) 
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can be expressed as 
" H � exp(成 / � 1) + 成 / � 2 ) ) 她"2) 二 
7 A2 s , o V^ ^\k•n .—//CiTT - A： A2 iklTT i/CTT 冗，硕)+ 2 E D - 1 ) R e [ e x p ( - ^ ) / ( — ,⑩-巧 _ ki = l K=0 
li 00 h 00 . . .t 
+2 X： 叫E E(-1”: + 字)） ji = l j=0 ki=l k=0 1 2 
人'1 一 1 人：一 0 
一 "A冗—^ + ik�7r + ikir� 
tih ti 2^ 2/2 hh i'l 
Numerical experience indicates that with h = h = 1 the result can usually achieve 
an overall accuracy of 5 or 6 digits, and with li = I2 = 2, it can usually achieve an 
overall accuracy of 10 or more digits. Assuming that h = h = 1, we can rewrite //, as 
f ‘ t � ) 二 〜2) 
00 00 
j=0 k=0 
^.Ai i-K ijn A2 in i t i r ^ , � 乂八瓦—[—77’ [ - 77)1 十 2 E(-l))Re[exp(—,冗） 
？：兀 ijiT A2. f / i�fc ITT ijiT .42 in ikir., 




+2 1 广 i R e[；1 ) H exp(-270 
3 = 1 fc=l 
X 咱 - ! f ,S-¥”+2g ( - l 广幸 P(-
Note that (2.18) contains infinite sums of the form S = X]二。(-丄”:叫’ where a^ is 
real or complex. Hence, the Euler sum with parameters n and in is given by 
m 
E{m,n) = Y ^ C � � k . 
k=0 
Choudhury, Lucantoni and Whitt shows that n) computes S with an error of 
the order of 10—13 or less with the choice n = 38 and 771 二 11，that is, requiring the 
computation of only 50 terms. 
2.4 Monte Carlo Simulation for Double Exponen-
tial Jump Diffusion 
Assume that the process has the form 
Nit) 
X(t) = ist + aW{t) + X(0) = 0. 
.i=l 
We consider simulating the return process at a fixed set of dates 0 = tg < t] < ... < 
by the recursion 
A'(tHi) = X(ti} + - U) + (7[WiU+i) - W{k)] + ^ Yj 
j=N(ti)+l 
(2.19) 
A general method for simulating (2.19) from U to ij+i consists of the following steps: 
1. generate Z ~ iV(0,1) 
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2. generate N �Poisson{X{ti+i 一 ti)); if iV = 0, set M = 0 and go to step 4 
3. generate Y\,..., 1V from their common distribution and set M = I'l + ... 4- V'^v 
4. set 
XiU+i) = X{ti) + — ti) + (jvVi - UZ + M. 
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Chapte r 3 
Pricing Double Barr ier Option via 
Laplace Transform 
In this chapter, I begin to study the first passage time of the double barrier pricing 
problem for the double exponential jump diffusion model. Following a similar method 
as in Kou and Wang (2003), the Laplace transform of the first passage time is de-
rived. In the last section of this chapter, I present the closed-form solution of the 
two-dimensional Laplace transform of the double barrier option price. 
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3.1 Double Barrier Option and the First Passage 
Time 
Suppose that the initial asset price is S and the lower and upper barrier levels are L 
and U, L < S < U. Double barrier (double knock-out) options are canceled when the 
underlying asset first reaches either the upper or lower barrier. 
We denote t the running time variable and assume that all options are written at 
time 力二 0 and expire at time t = T > 0. Define the first stopping time of the lower 
barrier 
tl ：= inf{t > 0; St < L}, 
the first stopping time of the upper barrier 
TV inf{f > 0; St > i '}, 
and the first exit time from an interval between the two barriers 
T(l,u) ：= inf(t > 0; S t < L or St > U}. 
3.2 Preliminary Results 
Under the risk-neutral measure, the double exponential jump diffusion model gives 
dSit) " � 
^ ^ = (r - K)dt + (7dW{t) + d{Y^{V, - 1)), (3.1) 
r=l 
with the return process X{t) 二 log(S"(”/»S(0)) given by 
1 W.) 
X{t) = + A'(0) - 0. (3.2) 1=1 
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= 饥 … - H > 0 ) 
二 P { t � _ < -丑〉 0 )尸 … - H > - H > 0). 
Denote by 1\,7^ 2，... the arrival times of the Poisson process N• It follows that 
oo oc 
尸(T(L’�0 < t, -H>x) = Y^ P{Tn = -H>x)=:Y,尸n, 
n—l n=l 
as the overshoot inside the probability can only occur during the arrival times of the 
Poisson process because x > 0. However, with Xo{t) 二 aW't + fit, we have 
Pn = P{ max A', < H, min X, > h, AV >H^ x,T„< t) 
0<S<Tn 0<S<Tn 
=^[^i^^Tn + x\FT^_,Tn)l{mB.xo<s<Tn X,<H,mmo<s<Tn A'.>/i,AV„ >H+x,7-„<t}l 
二 五[pexp{-?7i {H - Xo{Tn) - Y^ -…-�,„-:i)}l{max�9<:r„ Xs<H,mmo<s<Tn Xs>h,XT„>H+x,Tn<t}] 
=五 [尸 ( A � ’ „ > i/|F7’„_, T„)l{max�ss<:r„ X,<n,mmo<s<Tn A\,>/i,AV„>//+x,Tn</,}] 
=e-”i�(�g浮n A�< H, ^mm^ A；, > h, AV„ > H, Tn < t) 
It follows that 
Pir剛 < t. -H>x) = e — (印） < f, - > 0), 
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.2.1 For any x > 0， 
尸(r(L") < t. …-h< x) = e”'2 叩(t似< t A_、(“,）-h< 0)， 
尸(“Yt(以,）一 " S 刮AV(以,）一 〉 0 ) = 
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Fwihermore，conditional on — /i < 0, the stopping time (i7id the overshoot 
Xr^^ t/) — h. are independent; more 'precisely, for any x > 0， 
< 力’ AV(l’"）-h< — h < 0) 
=P{nL,U) < 力 (以” -h< 0)尸(A;(⑶）-h< - h < 0). 
3.3 Laplace Transform of the First Passage Time 
The infinitesimal generator of the jump diffusion process X{t) — log(5(t)/5'(0)) is 
given by 
1 1 厂 + ⑷ 
Lv{x) 二 + (r — — AO?/(a：) + A y [v{x ^ y) - v{x)]fY{y)dy 
for all twice continuously differentiable functions v{x). In addition, suppose that 0 G 
(—"2，々 i). The moment generating function of jump size Y is given by 
L 丨 十仍+… 
from which the moment generating function of Xt can be obtained as 
u{d,t) •= =exp{G(0)t}， 
where the function G(.) is defined as 
G[x) := L V + (r - la^ - XQx + + - 1). 
2 2 � ‘ 7/1 - 'l]2 + 
As Lemma. 2.1 shows, the equation 
G{x) = m, for all m > 0 
1ms exactly four roots: f3�爪,[32,m^ —fh,m, 一/3<i，m，where 
0 < Pl,m < m < 02,m < 00, 
0 < P3,m < m < 风，m < OO. 
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From now on, we suppose that the initial asset price is S which satisfies L < S < U� 
and let H = log(^) and h = iog(§). 
Proposition 3.2 Let f3、，m’ hm, —fh,m, — be the only four roots of the equation 
G{0) = m, 
where 0 < A’m < li < Ihm < oo and 0 < 細�< t]2 < < oc. Let 
u = � 0l’m,(吾产’m’ （会)"3’m，（会产’ m . 
and 
1 1 (舍产’,n (吾产 
— ( 吾 ) 仇 （ 吾 产 1 1 
A1 — 
”I VI VI (Lyh,» VI (Ly3a,„ 
_ 2 2 2 _ ( k V K m m (Ly3o... m m 
Then we have the following results concerning the Laplace transforms of tl , tu cmd 
T(L’t/) •• 
_ E [ e — � 州 ] = [成， B u Cu A ] J , (3.6) 
別 (以 , ) - / / > , } ] = [ A n , Bn, C n , D i i ] for all z > 0, (3.7) 
£^ [e-”"M{-Yr(L,")="}] == [ Bn. Cr2, A2 ] ^^^ (3.8) 
where Ai, Bi, Ci, Di satisfy 
Af [成，Bu C\, A ] , = [ 1, 0, 1, 0 , (3.9) 
and All,召 11, Cn, Dn satisfy 
A f [ A i i ’ Bu, C„ , Dn 广 = [ o , 0, e-"i:，0 广， （ 3 . 1 0 ) 
and Ai2> 召 12，Cu，Dn satisfy 
二 All + ^12, Bi = Bn + Bi2, C\ = Cn + CV2, Di 二 Du + D”. 
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Proof. For simplicity, we write as /又，i 二 1,2,3,4. 
We first prove (3.6). Define the function v to be 
‘成e -决⑷ + + c\e^3(h-x) + h < x<H, 
v{x) := 1, X > H, 
0, X < h, 
where Ai, Bi, C\ and Di are the solutions of (3.9). Clearly, v{x) is bounded for 
all X e ( - C X D , +oo). Suppose that … < k < co. Furthermore, the function v is 
continuous. 
Substituting the form of v and doing the integration in three regions, = 
J二二 + / 二 + /J"二，wc have that, for all h < x < H, 
-mv + Lv = � f ( M + Bie-丨从+ C\e彻("一幻/(/^  + 一幻 / ( A ) -
A p e - + B , - ^ + (告产 + - 1]-L r/1 - /il � - 0 2 m+fh U) 
L、+ 丨 � } 2 + lh U) 、-丨h V2-l^4 
where f{f3) := G{p) — m. From (3.9) we know that 
vi — A m 一 p2 vi +p3 u 7/1 +13^ u 
r]2+l3l ir n2+32 U) 7 / 2 - / 为 m - p4 
We also know that 
_ 二 f m = fi-M = f�-M = 0. 
Accordingly, we have 
-mv{x) + Lv{x) = 0 for all h < x < H. (3.11) 
Because the function v{x) is continuous, but not C] neither aX x = H nor x = h, we 
cannot apply Ito's formula directly to the process t > 0}. However, it is not 
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difficult to see that there exists a sequence of functions {^^(.r); n = 1,2,...} such that: 
(i) Vni：^) is smooth everywhere, and in particular it belongs to C^; (ii) U n � = f (x) 
for all h < X < H\ (iii) Vn{x) = I = v{x) for all x > H + l / n ; (iv) Vn{x) = 0 = v{x) 
for all X < h — l/n; (v) < 2k for all x and n. Clearly, Vn(x) 一 v{x) for all x. 
Hence, for h < x < H’ 
1 1 
Lv.n{x) = ^a'Xix) + ( r - - XCKM + A / Mx + y) - Vnix)]fy{y)dy 
1 1 f沈 
= + (r — - KWni'J^) - Al^ nW + Vn(x + ？/)/y⑷办 
1 1 fH-x 
= + (r - -a^ - XQv'ix) - Xv{x) + \ v{x + •")/�,(")办 + 
nll-x-^-l/n poo 
A / Vnix + y)fY{y)dy + A / v{x + y)fY{y)dy 十 
JH-X JH-x+l/n 
nh-\/n rh-x X / Vni'x + y)fY{y)dy + A / v(x + ij)fY{y)dy 
J h—x—l/n J-OO pH—x+l/n 
二 + A / + y) 一 v{x + y)]fY{y)dy + 
JH-x I'h-l/n A / [IV,.+ y) - I；Or + y)]fY(y)dy. 
Jh—x—l/n 
Since \vn — v\ < 4k by construction, it follows that, for all h < x < H, 
/
H-x+l/n 
+ y) - vix + y)\r]idy 
J-x 
rh—x I t ^ n + y) - v{x + y) |ri^dy 
J /i-;c—1/n 4AA-(7.)r;i + qri2) . … � � < > 0, as n — 00 {3.12) 
n 
Applying the Ito's formula for jump processes to the process {e- '^'i，n(X/);^ > 0}, we 




is a local martingale starting from 几/(5几）== v(0). However, < 2k + 
碰(，墻)力 for all t > 0，which indicates that {Mf);力 > 0} is actually a martingale. 
In particular, EM产=,i;(0) for all t > 0. 
Letting n —> CXD, it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that 
mn J ] = 丑 川 M X , 八 恥 J ] 
and, according to (3.12), 
广八t(L’U) 
lim E[ / + Lvn{X,))ds] 
71 —DO Jq 
ft.八丁(L’U)-
= l i m El / 及,）十 Lvn(X,))ds] 
n—oo Jq 
= 0 . 
Therefore, for any t > 0, 
v{0)=对 e-.爪队•^(L’"))] 
=可 e--(队 T(L’"))t，(X,�’…)l{r(L’")<oo}] + 可 e-"�(XOl{r(L’"尸oc}]. 
Now letting f —^  oo, we have, 
•KO)=对 e - 縦 饥 … 川 <oo}l 
二五[e-爪机取⑴沙}1{饥…<00}] 
= 丑 [ e - � ) 1 { � … 洲 ] 
as ")) = on the set {t(l’c/) < oo}, from which the result follows. 
Now we focus on the proof for (3.7). (3.8) follows immediately since letting z = 0, 
別 「 ， 1 { 〜 , " 严 } 1 - 五 [ 「 _ 1 { T " < t l } ] - 丑 [ e , 印 1{、〔,)—丑>0}]. 
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It suffices to consider the case where 2 > 0, as the case for y = 0 follows by letting 
"丄 0. Define the function v to be 
1, X > H + z, 
0, H <x<H^z. 
v[x) 
成 ie-/5i(丑-⑷ + + 十 - 工 h < x < H , 
0, X < h, 
\ 
where An, Dn, Cn and Du are the solutions of the equations (3.10). Substitute to 
obtain that, for all h < x < H, 
-mv + Lv = A u e - _ - i � _ + B^e—糾"-工)/("2) + + A i一("—工)/("4) 一 
m - [ � m - Ih 
产 + n ."1 (么产 一 — 
A 诉 + B n ^ � � + C n - ^ + ^ n - ^ ] . 
m + Pi u 7/2 + ih u i]2 - m 一 /V 
From (3.10) we know that 
M — M — IH M + IH、了 M + IHU 
A . R ”2 (L I ^  M , N "2 N ^11 -^177；十"t^ii - ^ ( 7 7 ) ' + Gil :r + "^ 11 T" = 0. m + A u V2 + 132 u' m -1% 712-/34 
We also know that 
Accordingly, we have 
-mv{x) + Lv{x) = 0 for all h < x < H. 
A similar argument as before yields that. 
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= 五 [ e — • ( 以 � � � <oc}] 
=五[e-’’")l{Xr_-H�}] 
=五[广爪 t"1{av(l’�,)-丑 >4]， 
as j^ j) = on the set {T(L,U) < oo}, from which the result follows. 
Corollary 3.3.1 By the same parameters as Proposition 3.1, the following equations 
hold: 
可 = [ 52，C2, D2 ] (3.13) 
町 (別 - / K , } ] = [ ^ 2 1 ,召21’ ^21, 了 for all z < 0, (3.14) 
£;[e-”吼l{,Yr(L’")="}] = [ ^22, B22, C22, 1)‘22]�了， （3.15) 
(3.16) 
where A2, B2, C2, D2 satisfy 
A/卜2，Z?2, C2, D2 = [ 0’ 1, 0，1广， (3.17) 
and A2\，B2\，C21, 1^2] satisfy 
A小421，B2u C21, D21 Y = [ 0 , 0, 0, e " 叫 ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
and A22, B22, C22, D22 satisfy 
A2 = A21 + ^22,召2 = ^21 + ^22, C2 = C21 + C22, D2 = D21 + D22, 
Proof. It's very similar to prove (3.13). We define the function v{x) of the form 
成 � + Q^^-ihiii-x) +〔,2一工）+ 工)，h< x< H, 
••= 0, > H, 
1, X < h, 
\ 
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where A2, Di, C2 and D2 are the solutions of (3.17). Again, has the boundness and 
the continuity. Substituting the form of v and doing the integration in three regions, 
/ - T = + Ih-7 + f二 we have that, for all h < x < H, 
—mi) + Lv = 仇 ( " 一 � + B2e-_-勺脚 + C2e_-勺(ps) + D2e_-x�_ _ 
- 卞 + Ih去(》+ C . - ^ H- D , ^ - 1], 
r/2 + U r/2 + U r/2 - 7/2 — 
where f{(3) := G(p) - m. From (3.17) we know that 
rn - A Vi - 132 +/33 t/ rii+p4 
〜 召 产 + 二 1. m + Pi u 7?2 + ih u r]2 - ih m -
We also know that 
f w = f m = f i - P s ) = f i - p 4 ) = 0. 
Accordingly, we have 
-rnv{x) + Lv{x) = 0 for all h < x < H. 
A similar argument as before yields that 
=可已一，(以,)训 川 <00}] 
= 丑 州 , } 1 ， 
as …)=l{Ti^<Ti,} on the set {t(^l,u) < 00}, from which the result follows. 
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Now we prove (3.14) and (3.15). Again, by letting 二 0 and taking the difference 
of (3.13) and (3.14), we get (3.15) immediately. The proof of (3.14) is also similar. 
Define the function v to be 
‘ 
1, X < h + 2；, 
0, h-^ z<x < h, 
v{x):= 
成 � + B2ie-_-工、+ (72ie似"-� + 义 h < x<H, 
0, x> H, 
where A21, ^21, <^ 21 and D21 are the solutions of the equations (3.17). Substitute to 
obtain that, for all h < x < H, 
—mv + Lv = yl2ie-决(灯-�/(A) + 2^16—雕'—�/(/知）+ C21 一 ("")/以3) + D.ne_-力 Uh)— 
A + � A + 〜吉 ( § , 3 + 韶 r � -
A 一 击 彻 击 ( 舍 产 + 
m - Pz m - P4 
From (3.10) we know that 
+ B 2 1 A + + = 0, 
一 A Vi - Ih m + 丨h u +134 u 
7/2 + u ri2 + p2 u m - m - fh 
We also know that 
f m = f(M = f � = n - M 4 
Accordingly, we have 
—mv{x) + Lv{x) — 0 for all h < x < H. 
A similar argument as before leads to 
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=丑[e—” � , … 
as y )^ = 1{.Yt(,乙,）一/).<；：} oil the set < oo}, from which the result follows. 
Corollary 3.3.2 By the same parameters as Proposition 3.1，the following equation 
holds: 
£;[e-mT(,:’叫=B, C, D] o/， (3.19) 
where A = + A2, B = Bi + B2’ C = Ci + C2, D = Di ^ D2. 
Proof: Since 
e-爪 T(仏=e-爪印 + 
(3.19) holds immediately. 
Proposition 3.3 Given the forms of linear systems, the solution to each system is 
unique. 
Proof. Given 
1 1 (合产,m � f h ’ n 
M 二 （ 合 广 （ 台 产 1 1 
_ n i _ __m_ m 内; _ j Z L _ f l ) / j 4,m ’ 
_22_(L\l3i,,n _m ( L\3-, m m 
we only need to prove that the matrix is invertible, i.e., det(A/) + 0. 
For simplicity, we write as % = 1,2,3,4’ and write 舍 as .r (0 < .r < 1). 
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Using the cofactor expansion on the first row of the matrix, we get 
1 1 iT"� 1 1 
det(M) = _J2i_.7-/53 m 知 — m m 〒彻 m 了氏 + ^ ) m-fh Vi+03^ m+ZV^ m-lh vi+l33^ m+ZV^ ^ 
m r彻 m m m 工0� m m 
.m+fh ‘ m-03 V2-04 J L V2+f3i m-03 V2-04 _ 
；r 历 T 决 1 x^ i iT 决 1 
；r彻 m m m 一 m m m uh . 
m-ih VI-ih m+ih^ ‘ vi-ih m-ih m+ih^ ‘ 
m T已1 V2 m rn d-?. m B-?. m 
.m+0i V2+i32^ m-lh � L m+01 m+lh山 m-lh . 
Expanding all the 3 x 3 matrices above, the determinant of M should be 
d e t ( M ) � = { x ^ ^ - • _ . 
7/1 十 m - ih vi + m - (33 ( m w n2 m ) vi - (h 111 - A m-Pi ~ v2-(h 
- _ 一 - A工知) 
r}2 + (h m + A m 7/1 4- Ih 
+ ( , 彻 — 一 ) . — ^ . 
v^ - A V2 + Ih m - 32 m + A 
— ( ” 1 ylh +/3.1 — ” 1 772 +/32 _ V2 T01 +13�) 
vi + Pa 7/1+ /V m + 丨h m + 丨 
V2 - fh m — fh m - p2 m - Pi 
= (/知—PiWa - fh) „/3i+/3o+/53+/34 
— 丨 1 " � 1 + + Mim + + fh) 
(Vl — M(r/1 + 隱2 + p2){V2 一 PzY 
(m -馳 1 + p3){V2 + p2)(r]2 - M 
iVi - / y ('"1 + + Pi){ri2 -, Uh - - Ps) 
im — Pi){vi —馳2 一 /y (仍-(^ AY Let, 
ai 二 m — = r/i - p2, a,3 = r/i + a4 = 7八 + 
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bi = 7/2 + A, &2 = m + fh, h = V2 - b4 = m - 13 
Cij = f3i + l3j, i < j, 
dl=p2- Pi, d2 = 
Substitute all the expressions above into the deterniinant and get 
det{M)(x)=-则？丨^^一+々2+/33+/34 - + 
a'^a^hih'i ai <246.263 ai (136264 
I C13C24 — C14C23 _ did2 • 
<22(146163 a2a^bib4 0.1^2^3^4 
Differentiate det{M) with respect to x and get 
ax X a3a40i02 aiaM^^ 
a 1(1362 64 (12(146163 (1.2(1 成 1)4 
Since 
0 < < 7]i < P2 < 00, 
0 < p3<V2 < [h < 00, 
the following inequalities hold 
fti = 'm - A > 0, 0.2 = ?7i - 132 < 
as = "1 + > 0，(14 = 7]i + f% > 0, 
l>i = m + A > 0, 1)2 = 7/2 + > 0, 
h = m - Ih > 0, 64 = 772 - < 0, 
Cij =丨3i + (3j > 0, i < j’ 




CI4C23C24^ /32+/34 � Q, 




Cl4e‘23Cl3 工召 1 十;3 � 0. (3,2(236164 
Therefore, 
ddet{M) ^ ——r~- > 0. ax 
Since 0 < a: < 1 and 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
det(M)(l) = det m -jzi— m "1 
m-01 m—02 m+03 m+04 
112 t]2 V2 T72 
. V 2 + 0 1 m+02 m-fh V2-04 • 
二 0, 
det(M) < 0 holds on the interval x e (0,1), which implies that matrix M is invertible. 
3.4 Pricing Double Barrier Option via Laplace Trans-
form 
For the double exponential jump diffusion model, Proposition 3.1 has shown that the 
memoryless property of the exponential distribution leads to (1) the conditional memo-
ryless property of the jump overshoot; (2) the conditional independence of the overshoot 
and the first passage time given that the overshoot is bigger than 0. Moreover, with 
the analytical solutions for the Laplace transforms of the first passage time given in 
Proposition 3.2，we will price the option via Laplace transform in this section. 
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We will focus on pricing the double knock-out call option. The option can be 
written as 
C{k,T) = e-，,了卵 s(r) —/0+l{饥…〉了}] 
=e-'''E[{S{T) - e-”l{T(以。>了}1{)1)-/停S(T)}1’ （3.20) 
where k = -log{K) the transformed strike. 
Proposition 3.4 For ^ and a such that 0 < ^ < - 1 and a > max{G{^ + 1) - r, 0), 
the Lo,place transform with respect to k and T of C{k%T) is given by 
/(e,a) = R R 
JQ J-oo 
— 1 1 
{S�+i - u�+i[A(r + o O ^ ^ + B{r + oO] 
Vi 一（U 丄） 
•where 
A(m):=可 e—--1{、")>丑}] 
二 告产'I + Bii(-产,n + •严,…+ Di(•产.… 
召(m) E[e-，l{A,r(L � 
=成 2 ( 县 + 言产 m + CW 会产-+ 書产’ 
=县严 ’ ” ' + B‘2I(告产,”'+ 書产,”’ + 会 
DM 可 e - � 〜 一 } ] 
=成2(昏严+执2(县产’"'+ C2命’-+ 会产’-
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Proof. It follows from (3.20) and the Fubini theorem that 
«) = r r 说丑[(SXr) - e-，{r(L叨〉讽”}]血/T^ 
Jo J-OO roo noo 
=E[ e — ( ' , + … e - ^ ' { S { T ) - e - ' ) d k ) d T ] 
Jo J-logS{r) 
=^{^五[r^e—(”柏)了（1 - - l{r,<T}l{r,<ru})S{Tr'dT] 
1 roo 
- I e-(�『对r严們 
广o 
Jo 
一 一 ) R e - 一 ) (力 + 『 乙 ” + 丄 剩 } . 
Jo 
Again, using Fubini theorem, we get 
poo 
E[ / e-“.+视�S(r)�+i(/T] 
Jo 
= f e—(.'.+…7’可 s(了)�+ij(Z 了 
Jo 
=/"e—(，.切)了对(Se'Y�)�+i]£/T 
Jo roo = � / e-(7’+")TeG(�)�dT 
Jo 
二 a + r - + 1) 
The strong Markov property of X implies that 
邵{T一}厂 e-('一S“ + n,严圳fvj = 1{一]外…1 厂 e-(一e卯+i)�Zt 
Jo Jo 
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